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The use of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) has led to 
improvements in computer vision, natural language process-
ing and speech recognition. These methods do, however, have 

tremendous computational and storage demands1–3. In particular, 
CNNs require a large parameter space for operation, especially 
the three-dimensional (3D) CNNs used in video recognition or 
medical applications such as brain magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI)4–6. Artificial intelligence (AI) edge devices7–9 based on the 
von Neumann architecture limit performance and energy efficiency 
due to the large amount of data transfer between processing and 
memory units. The energy consumption of memory access alone 
can be more than 100 times greater than floating-point computa-
tion and the development of memory performance is, in general, far 
behind processor technologies10.

Non-volatile computing-in-memory (nvCIM) architectures 
based on memristor technologies could be used to break this 
memory-wall bottleneck. Previous nvCIM work has focused 
on resistive random-access memory (RRAM) systems that use 
a two-dimensional (2D) layout11–19. But the use of 2D RRAM 
nvCIMs to create large-scale 3D CNNs has a number of challenges  
(Fig. 1a,b). Increased number of weights, multibit weight represen-
tation and wider metal lines to carry the higher bit-line (BL) readout 
current (IBL) are needed when conventional parallel word-line (WL) 
input in situ vector–matrix multiplication (PWIVMM) schemes 
are used, making array areas large. In addition, when the number 
of RRAM cells involved in vector–matrix multiplication (VMM) 
operations is large, error accumulation caused by cell conductance 
drift can be difficult to distinguish. Here 3D RRAMs could provide 
higher parallelism, capacity and density for VMM operations. Their 
increased RRAM cell resistance can decrease the total IBL (and thus 

the power) during VMM operation. However, small IBL can also lead 
to latency (TAC), especially when the input vector or weight matrix 
is sparse and the more difficult manufacturing of 3D RRAM creates 
the potential for greater error accumulation. Previous work on 3D 
RRAM-based nvCIMs has been limited only to the memory array, 
and effective 3D computing systems that include peripheral circuits 
are lacking20–31.

In this Article, we report a two-kilobit (kb) 3D vertical resistive 
random-access memory (VRRAM)-based nvCIM macro. We cre-
ate this high-density computing scheme by combining a multilevel 
self-selective (MLSS) 3D VRRAM array (Supplementary Fig. 1)  
with an antidrift multibit analogue input-weight multiplication 
(ADINWM) scheme. A current-amplitude-discrete-shaping (CADS) 
scheme included in ADINWM is used to enlarge the IBL sensing 
margin (SM) and eliminate the distortion error typically observed in 
conventional PWIVMM schemes. Our 3D VRRAM operates at nano-
ampere current levels to reduce the system power; to minimize latency, 
we use an analogue multiplier (AM) with a gate precharge switch fol-
lower and a direct small-current converter (DSCC). The peripheral 
circuits of our nvCIM macro are fabricated using 55 nm comple-
mentary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) technology. Our 3D 
nvCIM macro achieves computing precision with a range of input-, 
weight- and output-bit levels, and offers improved inference accura-
cies compared with conventional approaches when tested using the 
Modified National Institute of Standards and Technology (MNIST) 
and Canadian Institute For Advanced Research (CIFAR-10) datasets.

System architecture
Figure 2a shows the architecture of our 3D VRRAM-based nvCIM 
macro used to implement 1-bit input to 2-bit weight (1bIN–2bW), 
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4-bit input to 5-bit weight (4bIN–5bW) and 8-bit input to 9-bit 
weight (8bIN–9bW) VMM operations. The whole structure includes 
several parts: MLSS 3D VRRAM array, CADS, DSCC and digital 
processor. Specific information about the eight-layer 3D VRRAM is 

shown in Supplementary Fig. 1 and Methods, including the writing 
scheme, schematic, interior image and distribution of readout cur-
rent IBL. This array has 32 WLs and 8 × 8 BLs. The 3D VRRAM only 
contains WLs and BLs because of using a self-selective cell (SSC) to 
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Fig. 1 | Challenges of applying 2D RRAM to large 3D CNNs and proposed 3D nvCiM scheme. a, Challenge of more area due to more weights, multibit 
weight representation and wider metal wire. b, Challenges of readout current IBL overlap and conflict between low power and low latency. c, Proposed 
high-precision nvCIM scheme based on MLSS 3D VRRAM. ADINWM scheme with the aid of CADS circuits can effectively alleviate IBL overlap caused by 
the conventional PWIVMM scheme and improve the inference accuracy. The implementation of the CIM macro based on the integrated 3D VRRAM chip 
elaborates a complete solution to execute CNN edge computing.
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avoid the introduction of planar electrodes and select line (SL) in 
conventional 3D VRRAMs. The SSC is realized by using a bilayer 
HfO2/TaOx device. When adopting conventional 3D VRRAMs, 
using WL or SL as the input cannot guarantee that all the devices 
participate in VMM operations in one computing cycle27,29. When 
using a pillar electrode as the input and a planar electrode as the 
output, although all the devices participate in the calculation in one 
cycle, the number of neurons depending on the number of layers is 
limited29. Using WL as the input and BL as the neuron output, all the 
devices of our array engage in VMM operations in one cycle and the 
number of neurons is not limited. Therefore, this structure is better 
for highly parallel VMM computing in one cycle than the conven-
tional structure of 3D VRRAMs. Compared with previous work28, 
this array is easy to manufacture. The array size can be increased 
to 10 Mb by future technology advancements32. Each VRRAM cell 
can be set to two or four conductance states corresponding to 1-bit 
or 2-bit weight, respectively. Multibit weights are composed of 

low-bit weights33 through the cooperation of peripheral circuits. In 
this work, the positive weights (PWs) and negative weights (NWs) 
are stored in two adjacent layers (positive-weight layer (PWL) 
and negative-weight layer (NWL), respectively) of 3D VRRAMs. 
Four-bit PWs are represented by four 1-bit weights stored in the 
PWL. Eight-bit PWs are represented by four 2-bit weights stored in 
the PWL. The NW case is similar to the PW case. The 5-bit weight 
of the 4bIN–5bW operation consists of a 4-bit weight in the PWL 
and NWL each. Similarly, the 9-bit weight of the 8bIN–9bW opera-
tion consists of an 8-bit weight in the PWL and NWL each.

In previous works, the PWIVMM scheme is widely adop
ted11–14,16–18. The red lines in Fig. 2a represent the data flow of the con-
ventional PWIVMM scheme when implementing the 1bIN–2bW 
operation. Figure 2b demonstrates the concrete work flow of the 
PWIVMM scheme in this work. The input voltages (INWL0–INWL31) 
enter the VRRAM in parallel through the WL switches. The dif-
ference in IBL processed by the DSCC in the PWL and NWL is the 
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Fig. 2 | 3D VRRAM-based nvCiM macro using ADiNWM scheme. a, Data flow and architecture of the conventional PWIVMM scheme for 1bIN–1bPW 
VMM operation (red lines) and the ADINWM scheme for 8bIN–8bPW VMM operation (blue lines). The dotted lines show the corresponding data flow of 
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result of the VMM operation. However, as shown in Fig. 1b and the 
formula shown in Fig. 1a, when using multilevel RRAMs, the dis-
tributions of the final output results may overlap due to error accu-
mulation caused by the conductance drift of multiple cells. When 
the number n of RRAM cells involved in VMM computing is large, 
the distribution overlap is more obvious. For 3D RRAMs, the diffi-
culty in manufacturing makes the cell conductance fluctuate greatly. 
Therefore, the problem is more serious than that of the 2D RRAM 
array, which limits the number of cells involved in computing and 
further limits computing parallelism.

In this work, the ADINWM scheme is proposed and the data 
flow of the 8bIN–9bW VMM operation is depicted (Fig. 2a, blue 
lines). The following discussion mainly focuses on operations in the 
PWL for illustration; the situation is the same for the NWL. For 
all precision operations, VREAD is applied to the WL in series. For 
the 8bIN–9bW operation, the number of bits of four serial cells 
(Wn0–Wn3) on the same WL is set as 2 bits. The inputs are IN0–IN7 
and each IBL represents 2-bit data. After IBL shaping by the CADS 
circuit, we obtain four discrete stable currents (IShaped0–IShaped3). 

Figure 2b shows that the 8bIN–9bW operation can be attained by 
the difference between the results of the 8bIN–8bPW and 8bIN–
8bNW operations. For 8bIN–8bPW multiplication, according to 
the formula and table shown in Fig. 2c, it is divided into four 4-bit 
multiplications and the results correspond to four output currents 
(namely, IOUTLL, IOUTLH, IOUTHL and IOUTHH). These multiplications are 
realized by 4-bit AMs. The currents are converted into an 8-bit digi-
tal signal by the DSCC and then shifted (OUTHH shifts 8 bits to the 
left, and OUTHL and OUTLH shift 4 bits to the left) and combined 
to complete the 8-bit multiplication operation for the input and PW 
in PWL. All the multiplication results from 32 WLs are accumulated 
after 32 cycles in series by a digital processor. Finally, the difference 
with the result of the 8bIN–8bNW VMM operation in the NWL is 
used to obtain the final VMM result. For 4bIN–4bPW multiplica-
tion (Supplementary Fig. 2), the number of bits of four serial cells 
is set as 1 bit. After IBL shaping by the CADS circuit, the four cur-
rents (IShaped0–IShaped3) are combined with 4-bit inputs (IN0–IN3) by 
two 4–2-bit AMs (multiplying 2-bit input by 4-bit input). The out-
puts are the multiplication results IOUTL and IOUTH, which are later 
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sampled by the DSCC and combined to get the 4-bit multiplication 
result. The result accumulates with the results from the remain-
ing 31 rows in series by a digital processor. The complete result is 
obtained by subtracting the result of the 4bIN–4bNW operation in 
the NWL. The 1bIN–2bW operation is very similar to the 4bIN–
5bW operation, except that only one IShaped from a 1-bit cell needs to 
be multiplied by the 1-bit input through the 1-bit AM.

The antidrift in the ADINWM scheme is to avoid the cumula-
tive error caused by device conductance variation by reading the 
current through the WL in series, further stabilizing the current to 
be calculated through current shaping and completing the multi-
ply–accumulate (MAC) computing by combining the near-memory 
multibit analogue multiplication with the digital processing unit. It 
overcomes the error accumulation problem caused by the conduc-
tance drift of multiple cells in the PWIVMM scheme.

CADS scheme for error mitigation
There are two challenges for IBL. First, due to fluctuations in IBL 
caused by the drift in the RRAM cell conductance, it will be diffi-
cult to distinguish IBL; consequently, the SM becomes smaller. In this 
work, the SM is defined as half the interval between two adjacent 
readout currents. Because a 3D VRRAM is much more difficult to 
manufacture, this downside will be more prominent. Second, when 
applying the conventional PWIVMM scheme, each weight must 
have one-to-one correspondence with the RRAM cell conductance 
to ensure accurate VMM operations. However, this puts forward 
high requirements for the write circuit and the device itself. To over-
come these challenges, the CADS scheme is proposed.

Figure 3a illustrates the CADS circuit. CADS consists of  
one input current mirror, three current comparators and three  
output current mirrors. The circuit can convert fluctuating IBL into 
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a discrete stable current and enlarge the SM for the next accurate 
operations (Fig. 3b). Besides, as long as IBL is within a certain range, it 
can be converted into a fixed value. Therefore, the VRRAM cell con-
ductance corresponding to a specific weight can be within a certain 
range rather than a fixed value, which mitigates the requirement of 

the writing circuit. Figure 3c shows the operation of current shaping 
by the CADS circuit. Further, IBL is copied three times through the 
current mirror, which connects three current comparators with dif-
ferent threshold currents (ISn) controlled by three switches (namely, 
S1, S2 and S3). For the 8bIN–9bW operation (2-bit cell), S1, S2 and 
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S3 are at a high level and three current comparators work simulta-
neously. If IBL is higher than ISn, the corresponding VSn is low and the 
switch of the output current mirror will be enabled to control the 
multiples of the benchmark current (IBM = 10 nA). Finally, IShaped can 
be selected from 0, 10, 20 and 30 nA depending on the range of IBL 
of the VRRAM cell. For the 4bIN–5bW operation, one of S1, S2 and 
S3 is at a high level. When IBL is higher than ISX, VSX is low and the 
corresponding switch of the output current mirror is turned on to 
obtain IBM, namely, IShaped. After IBL shaping by CADS, the SM of IBL 
is enlarged to 5 nA and a discrete, stable IShaped is suitable for the next 
accurate computing.

DSCC and AM scheme for high speed and performance
Due to the nanoampere operation current of 3D VRRAMs, the 
power consumption of the overall nvCIM macro can be greatly 
reduced at the cost of system latency. For high energy efficiency, the 
high performance of peripheral circuits is required.

Figure 4a shows the operation of 1 million samples per second 
(MSPS) 8-bit DSCC. The DSCC mainly comprises an 8-bit current 
digital-to-analogue converter (DAC) consisting of current mirrors, 
a successive approximation register (SAR) logic circuit and a com-
parator composed of a differential amplifier. The DSCC can directly 
sample and convert small currents, eliminating the time required 
for a conventional analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) to convert 
from analogue current to analogue voltage and reducing the TAC. 
Besides, the power of the DSCC mainly depends on the input cur-
rent (Supplementary Notes 2 and 3), which elucidates that it can 
save a lot of energy when implementing the VMM operations 
between sparse matrices (such as sparse weights)34 or the readout 
current of RRAM is small. Furthermore, we add in a structure that 
can set the initial voltage of 0.9 V to make the complementary cur-
rent mirror in the saturation region to reduce the voltage swing, 
reducing the latency from 10.00 to 0.83 µs (Supplementary Note 2). 
Therefore, the DSCC is very suitable for the VMM operations in 
RRAM with current as the output. In all precision operations of our 
work, an 8-bit DSCC is adopted because the number of bits of the 
output can be adjusted as needed. Taking the 8bIN–9bW operation 
as an example, the inputs of the DSCC are the output currents IOUTLL, 
IOUTLH, IOUTHL and IOUTHH of the AM. The difference between the 
DAC current and input current drives the load capacitor to generate 
the corresponding response voltage. The voltage is converted into 
a logic signal by double-sampling amplification and transmitted 
to the SAR logic and current DAC. After eight double samplings, 
the final results (namely, OUTLL, OUTLH, OUTHL and OUTHH) 
are sent to a digital processor for the next computing. As the main 
power of the DSCC depends on the input currents, the nanoampere 
operation current significantly reduces the power consumption.

Figure 4b illustrates the 4-bit AM comprising current doublers 
with gate precharge switch followers. For the 8bIN–9bW opera-
tion, four shaped currents (IShaped0–IShaped3) are input to the AM, and 
these currents are multiplied by inputs IN0–IN7 through current 
doublers to get the output currents IOUTLL, IOUTLH, IOUTHL and IOUTHH. 
Due to the large parasitic capacitance of the output gate of the cur-
rent doubler, the gate precharge switch follower has been added to 
reduce TAC. As demonstrated in Fig. 4c, when the gate precharge 
mode is used, en and S2 are turned on at the beginning of the cycle; 
then, the follower controlling the output gate is started. The output 
(VWSF) quickly approaches the target value; then, the follower will 
be off and S1 will be on. The direct connection between the input 
gate and output gate of the current mirror can eliminate the follower 
error and accurate VWSF can be obtained. In this way, the TAC of AM 
can be reduced by 54%.

The combination of the two schemes reduces the total TAC from 
10 to 1 µs due to the dominant role of the AM (Supplementary Note 
5). Details of the AMs for the 1bIN–2bW and 4bIN–5bW opera-
tions are provided in Supplementary Note 4.

evaluation of 3D VRRAM-based nvCiM macro
Figure 5a,b demonstrates the input 3D brain MRI and hardware 
automatic test platform with 3D VRRAM-based nvCIM macro as 
the computing core (Methods and Supplementary Fig. 6). This plat-
form controlled by a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) imple-
ments the 1bIN–2bW, 4bIN–5bW and 8bIN–9bW VMM operations 
based on the ADINWM scheme and realizes the 1bIN–2bW VMM 
operation under the PWIVMM scheme for comparison. Figure 5c 
depicts the ideal results by software simulation and the experimen-
tal results using the ADINWM and PWIVMM schemes under the 
1bIN–2bW VMM configuration for the edge detection of 3D brain 
MRI. The result with the ADINWM scheme is close to the ideal 
result, whereas the result of the PWIVMM scheme introduces more 
noise due to error accumulation caused by the drift in the conduc-
tance of the 3D VRRAM cell.

For the 4bIN–5bW and 8bIN–9bW configurations, compared 
with pure software simulation, we only lose 0.81% and 0.84% infer-
ence accuracy on the MNIST dataset with a self-defined CNN. For 
the 1bIN–2bW configuration, the ADINWM scheme improves the 
inference accuracy under the PWIVMM scheme from 93.89% to 
94.70% on the MNIST dataset (Supplementary Fig. 7 and Methods). 
Figure 5d presents a comparison of inference accuracy on the 
CIFAR-10 dataset for the VGG-8 model between the ADINWM 
scheme, PWIVMM scheme and ideal result without the drift of 
cell conductance at the 8bIN–9bW configuration. All the tests are 
completed on the software platform (Methods). Compared with the 
conventional method, the ADINWM scheme can effectively allevi-
ate the accuracy drop caused by device fluctuations and achieve an 
inference accuracy of 90.54% on the CIFAR-10 dataset.

The power analysis of the 3D VRRAM-based nvCIM macro 
is provided in Supplementary Figs. 8 and 9 and Supplementary 
Note 6. The power of our chip is at the nanowatt level owing to 
the higher resistance of the 3D VRRAM cell, which is suitable 
for extremely low-power edge computation. In the 1bIN–2bW 
operation using the PWIVMM scheme, the main power is pro-
duced by the 3D VRRAM, whereas the DSCC consumes the most 
energy using the ADINWM scheme, especially for the 1bIN–2bW 
operation. Figure 5e,f demonstrates the energy efficiency and bit 
density of our work. This work achieves 62.11 tera-operations 
per second per watt (TOPS W–1) at the 1bIN–2bW operation, and 
29.94 and 8.32 TOPS W–1 at the 4bIN–5bW and 8bIN–9bW opera-
tions, respectively. The 3D VRRAM cell density is 16.6 times or 
more—higher than previous 2D RRAM-based works. Therefore, 
this structure of nvCIM based on a multilayer 3D RRAM has 
important density and power consumption advantages for a 
large-capacity 2D/3D CNN calculation. A comparison between 
this work and previous nvCIM works is shown in Supplementary 
Table 1. The die photo and summary of our chip are depicted in 
Supplementary Fig. 10.

Conclusions
We have reported a 2-kb 3D VRRAM nvCIM macro that includes 
peripheral circuits and is fabricated using 55 nm CMOS technol-
ogy. Our computing-in-memory (CIM) system achieves an energy 
efficiency of 62.11 TOPS W–1 in a 1bIN–2bW configuration, 
29.94 TOPS W–1 in a 4bIN–5bW configuration and 8.32 TOPS W–1 
when using an 8bIN–9bW configuration. The bit density is 
58.2 bit µm–2, which is higher than previous 2D RRAM-based sys-
tems. The ADINWM scheme can improve the inference accuracy 
compared with more common PWIVMM schemes. The macro can 
be used for brain MRI edge detection and shows a 0.91% improve-
ment in inference accuracy using the CIFAR-10 dataset compared 
with conventional approaches. Our scheme for AI edge computa-
tion is also potentially useful in the design of nvCIM macros based 
on other emerging 3D RRAM technologies that may suffer from 
device stability issues. Future work will focus on building a larger 
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3D VRRAM and the construction of a CIM system with the capacity 
to contain an entire CNN.

Methods
3D VRRAM-based hardware platform. The hardware platform consists of three 
main parts:
•	 a power management system that supplies power to other modules,
•	 a printed circuit board with 3D VRRAM-based nvCIM macro. A 2-kb 3D 

VRRAM and peripheral circuits including a CADS circuit, AM, DSCC and 
partial digital circuits are bonded and packaged in a stacked way and they 
communicate with the outside through the printed circuit board.

•	 an FPGA board with an embedded processor is responsible for data manage-
ment between the nvCIM macro and the host computer as well as the logic 
control of the nvCIM macro.

For the 1bIN–2bW configuration, we employ the developed platform for the 
edge detection of 3D brain MRI, which is one of the main effects of convolution 
kernels from the first several layers of the CNN. Specifically, 3D Prewitt kernels—
the prevailing kernels for the edge detection of 3D images—are unrolled into 
1 × 27 vectors and programmed into 3D VRRAM cells belonging to different BLs 
by the peripheral write circuits and used for convolving on 3D brain MRI.

When adopting the PWIVMM scheme, 27 pixels in the receptive field are 
parallelly input into the 3D VRRAM through the WL switches in the form of 27 
1-bit input voltages each time. Since each pixel is 8-bit data, after eight consecutive 
cycles, the VMM operation in the receptive field is completed, and the edge 
detection image is obtained after multiple sliding window operations (the 1-bit 
input data flow is shown in Fig. 2). For the ADINWM scheme, the pixels converted 
into the corresponding 1-bit input voltage are serially input into the AM, and the 
VMM operation in the receptive field is completed after 8 × 27 cycles; the edge 
detection image is obtained after multiple sliding window operations (the 1-bit 
input data flow is shown in Supplementary Fig. 2).

Details of 3D VRRAM. The details of the 3D VRRAM are shown in Supplementary 
Fig. 1. The size of the eight-layer 3D VRRAM used in this work is 8 × 8 × 32 
(corresponding to 64 BLs and 32 WLs; Fig. 2) limited to the current process. The 
detailed fabrication flow of the 3D VRRAM is given in Supplementary Note 1.

The Vw/2 writing scheme is applied to the 3D VRRAM. Here Vw refers to the 
write voltage. During the writing process, the WLs and BLs of the selected cells are 
biased at Vw and ground, respectively, whereas both WLs and BLs of the unselected 
cells are biased at Vw/2.

Evaluation of inference accuracy on MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets. The 
detailed configuration of the self-defined CNN is depicted in Supplementary 
Fig. 7. The feature extraction layer contains six 5 × 5 convolution kernels and 
2 × 2 max pooling layer. The classification layer is a 200 × 10 full connection layer. 
As a proof-of-concept demonstration, six 5 × 5 convolution kernels learned by 
the self-defined CNN on the MNIST dataset at the 1bIN–2bW, 4bIN–5bW and 
8bIN–9bW configurations are unrolled into multiple 1 × 25 vectors and mapped on 
3D VRRAM cells belonging to different BLs. Similar to the edge detection of 3D 
images, the learned convolution kernels are used to extract features of handwritten 
digits under the control of the FPGA platform. The results of the VMM operations 
on hardware are input to the next modules implemented by software including 
activation functions, max pooling layer and classification layer.

The quantized VGG-8 CNN model for inference on CIFAR-10 uses the ‘WAGE’ 
method for reference35. The CADS, AM and DSCC circuits are implemented 
by functions embedded in the inference process of VGG-8. Limited by current 
technology, although the inference accuracy can be obtained by repeatedly writing 
the weights of CNN to the 3D VRRAM, the device may be broken down due to too 
many write operations caused by a large CNN. However, larger 3D VRRAMs or 
multiple arrays in our future work will resolve this problem.

Data availability
The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings of this study 
are available from the corresponding authors upon reasonable request. The MRI 
data in the paper are available at http://www.ia.unc.edu/MSseg.

Code availability
The code that supports the experimental platforms and proposed 3D 
VRRAM-based nvCIM test chip is available from the corresponding authors upon 
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